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VACANCY  

 

 
The Institut Laue-Langevin is an international research centre at the leading edge of neutron science 

and technology based in Grenoble, France. It provides scientists with a very high flux of neutrons 

feeding some 40 state-of-the-art experimental stations called “instruments”, which are constantly being 

developed and upgraded.  Within the “Projects and Techniques Division”, the Instrument Control 

Service (SCI), in charge of the development and technical support of ILL instruments, is currently 

looking for a: 

 

Software Engineer (Instrumentation)(M/F)  

3- year fixed term contract  

 
 

Duties: 

NOMAD is a new sequencer software in use at ILL to control instrument operations. You will be part 

of the team of engineers in charge of this software and together with the others you will: 

 develop and maintain the software, 

 define technical specifications for further development according to the  instrument needs 

 deploy the software on a number of instruments, 

 after an adequate training period, provide technical support for the software on the different 

instruments. 

 

Qualifications and experience: 

You are a chartered Engineer or hold a Master’s degree in Information Technologies. You have a solid 

experience in object oriented programming with specific skills in C++ and Java. You have a good 

knowledge of all modern version control tools. Experience in developing software for industrial 

applications and providing “hands on” support is an asset. 

 

Language skills: 

As an international research centre, we are particularly keen to ensure that we also attract applicants 

from outside France. You must have a sound knowledge of English and be willing to learn French (a 

language course will be paid for by the ILL). Knowledge of German would be an advantage. 

 

Notes: 

This post is a three year fixed term contract. 

 

Benefits: 
Generous company benefits (expatriation allowance), relocation assistance and language courses may 

be offered. 

 

How to apply: 

Please submit your application on line, no later than 28.04.2012, via our website: 

http://www.ill.eu/careers  (Vacancy reference: 13/06) 

 

 
We care about Equal Opportunity and Diversity; therefore we encourage both men and women with relevant 

qualifications to apply. 

 

http://www.ill.eu/instruments-support/instruments-groups/
http://www.ill.eu/careers

